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A sprawling meadow of tall grasses engulf the front  
lawn of the Belkin Art Gallery, a stark contrast to  
the meticulously curated shrubs and low-cut lawns 
characteristic to the rest of UBC’s campus. Laid upon  
the uncontrolled growths of fireweed are boardwalks  
of reclaimed timber, creating labyrinthine pathways  
that encourage viewers to enter this wild space and 
immerse themselves fully in the unpredictability of  
the natural world. 
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Images from left to right: 
Holly Schmidt during the slow  
walk workshop, summer 2021. 

Holly Schmidt, Fireweed Fields, 
2021-ongoing. 

Holly Schmidt's slow walk 
workshop, summer 2021. 

A participant during Holly 
Schmidt's slow walk workshop, 
summer 2021.
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This expansive and encompassing project is called Fireweed Fields--a durational, 
outdoor piece as part of Vegetal Encounters, an artist residency at the Belkin Art Gallery 
undertaken by artist Holly Schmidt. Begun in April of !"!#, Holly specifically selected 
fireweed to be planted on the gallery’s front lawn to act as an emblem of resilience and 
resurgence after crisis. Within the institutional framework of a university situated on the 
unceded territory of the Musqueam, this project carries an important message of 
persistence and the formation of new futures. 

When asked about this project, Holly tells me that fireweed is incredibly tenacious and 
has a range of uses—it’s one of the first signs of life after a major crisis like a forest fire, 
and can be used for medicine, fibre, and shelter. While forest fires are one of the many 
crises that we face here on the west coast, Holly explains that we’re currently enduring 
several other global catastrophes, from the climate crisis to the pandemic, and the myriad 
social disparities exacerbated because of them. Holly therefore wondered if there was 
something to be learned from this extremely resilient plant in what seems like an 
increasingly dire point of need. Drawing from Robin Wall Kimmerer’s Braiding 
Sweetgrass: Indigenous Wisdom, Scientific Knowledge and the Teachings of Plants, 
plants are understood in Holly’s work as living beings that we can learn from rather than 
mere objects of study. 

Sprouting in a rapid and uncontrolled manner, the expansion of fireweed is rhizomatic 
and sporadic rather than linear and structured. It’s a living work that undergoes 
continuous, unknown change and reminds viewers of the inherent unpredictability of the 
future, and our malleable relationship to it. 

A focus on the behaviours and temporalities of plant life is at the core of Holly’s practice 
and the Vegetal Encounters residency. She tells me that she was excited to have support 
from the Belkin for such an open-ended and f lexible program structure, which allows 
projects to unfold in their own time without pre-determined expectations or outcomes. 
As such, the emphasis of the residency is unique for its orientation toward deep 
exploration of the natural world and what it can teach us. 

Some of Holly’s other work in this residency includes Accretion (!"#$-), which explored 
the colonial associations of a particular type of granite by documenting the journey of a 
#%.$-ton slab from its extraction site on Hardy Island to the Vancouver mainland. She 
also created the ongoing project with mycology students at UBC entitled Sensorial Walk, 

which takes viewers through a guided practice of sensory awareness during a walkthrough 
of forested spaces. In this immersive experience, Holly asks participants to not only take 
note of minute visual details nestled within trees and plants through drawing what they 
see, but to listen to the sounds of forest life, and describe natural smells with words that 
don’t yet exist. 

While this practice subverts the traditional, art historical privileging of sight in by 
engaging our other senses and treating them with equal importance, it also simultaneously 
brings awareness to the various channels through which we experience the world at a 
wider scale, and the specificities of our own subjectivity. Holly tells me that many 
Sensorial Walk participants welcome the chance to slow down from the bustle of their 
school and work lives, and that the immersive walk confronts us with the notion that the 
tempos of the natural world operate at a much more glacial pace than what we’re used to 
in our everyday lives. While our immediate needs are mediated and satisfied rather 
quickly, the scale at which the natural world operates is incredibly slow and asks for an 
oftentimes unfamiliar amount of patience. 

When asked about what brought her to this area of work, Holly tells me about her 
formative childhood experience of playing in her backyard which opened onto a forest. 
She notes that she also grew up in a time when supervising children was much less 
rigorous, allowing her to explore plants and natural life with no restrictions outside of 
needing to come home for mealtimes. This unmediated and free engagement with nature 
fostered a deep love and appreciation for its depth. As her practice began to develop, she 
became attracted to the inherent unpredictability of the natural world, and the ways in 
which it asks us to relinquish a lot of control in order to learn from it rather than imposing 
our knowledge onto it. 

Much of Holly’s work asks participants to recognize what she calls the porousness of their 
own bodies—an awareness that the human body is composed of microbes and millions 
of natural processes that place us in a direct relationship with cycles and temporalities of 
surrounding plant life. This notion is made evident when walking through the Belkin 
Art Gallery’s now permanently changed front lawn, a wild field of fireweed proliferating 
erratically and with force. Against the rigid grain of UBC’s institutional and colonial 
paradigm of landscape design, these unkempt growths prompt a questioning of what 
currently exists and what might later persist. 


